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Artemide exhibited at Euroluce 2023 with products that are the result of

continuous research and technological innovation. Artemide has always

listened to the world, through research and through dialogue with those who

design the spaces of present and future living.

The new collections shown combine innovation and ancient knowledge, these

are �exible and transversal proposals capable of bringing good light to private
and public spaces, personal or shared, indoors and outdoors.

In particular at Euroluce, the main protagonists were the professional systems

that increasingly complete the range of Artemide proposals with �exibility,
transversality, integration and freedom of application in space and time. They

are infrastructures that bring light into any space with measured parameters

for perfect perception and great attention to energy commitment, which is

increasingly reduced thanks to optoelectronic solutions that guarantee very

high e�ciencies.
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Milan Fairground,  Rho Pero 

Artemide Booth

by Mario Cucinella Architects 

 

Artemide presented at Euroluce the new products born

from the continuous collaboration with the major

international architects, synthesis and testimony of vision,

research and know-how: an increasingly universal light that

interprets the Made in Italy and the culture of the project

that has made Milan the capital of design in the world.

MONFORTE FLAGSHIP STORE
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In the historical showroom of Corso Monforte are presented

the new products born from the collaboration with the

most important international architects with whom

Artemide collaborates sharing important values such as

sustainability, central to the perspective Artemide to the

future.

“Discover(y) Light(n)ing”
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INTERNI Design Re-Evolution 

Università degli Studi di Milano

 

The installation designed by Mario Cucinella is a luminous

tribute to Artemide's founder, Ernesto Gismondi, and is

made using a series of Discovery Vertical models from

Artemide's Discovery collection, designed by Gismondi and

awarded the Compasso d'Oro in 2018.


